Jake H. Waskett
Circlist - Yahoo Groups
January 16th 2004
Attention: Important service announcement from Yahoo! Groups

korydon2 - korydon@emrcorp.net
circlist - This is a pro-circumcision list.
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From: Jake Waskett <jake@w...>
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Subject: Re: [circlist] Of dogs and men

On Friday 16 January 2004 12:24 am, jhaynesatalumni wrote:
> There was a piece in the paper the other day about testicular
> implant prostheses for dogs that have been neutered. The
> guy who came up with this idea said that his dog seemed to be
> mystified and upset that something was missing after being
> neutered. I immediately connected this with the idea of neurotic
> men who mourn and obsess over their missing foreskins.

If only it were so simple. Unfortunately, it seems stranger than that. Many
of these men have never known a foreskin. Instead, it seems that an awful
lot
of these men simply happen across some of the anti-circumcision propagandists
and fall for it. They seem to buy into the myth of the incredible foreskin
and immediately start to grieve.

The anti-circs don't seem to realise the damage they cause. In trying to
stop
RIC, they feel the need to say how amazing the foreskin is, so they quote
all
their figures about the blood vessels enough to go to Neptune and back (un
whatever it is they claim this week) and so on -- all true I've no doubt
but
they conveniently omit any kind of comparison to put it in perspective.
you really blame someone who's perhaps a bit gullible, a bit immature, and,
(from my own observations) keen to find something to blame
for their lousy life, if they take all this to heart and figure that they
missed out on this kind of "sex organ of the gods"?

Of course, those who've grown up with a foreskin know the true story.

Soap-box over. Sorry guys.

Jake.